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DEDICATION
More than any other individual, Major General Harold E. Watson
guided, shaped, and buill the Air Technical Intelligence Center (ATIC). He
was ATlC's first commander and directed the unit's transition from Air
Materiel Command's Technical Intelligence Department to an indepen
dent center reporting directly to Air Staff Intelligence. ATIC was small
when first established, with only 411 people assigned.
In 1954, Watson, newly promoted to Brigadier General. returned to
ATIC. Under General Watson's guidance, the next 4 years saw the whole
sale integration of automated data processing into the scientific and
technical intelligence (S&TI) discipline. The Center installed its first
computer during these years and began work on missile trajectory analysis
and aircraft engagement analysis-US versus Russian systems. The
Center also began working with Rome Air Development Center and
International Business Machines to develop a computer capable of
translating Russian i;110 English.
General Watson was also a skillful advocate for Center programs. He
successfuUy fought for the construction of Building 828, the beginning of
an extensive S&TI complex. As the AllC mission grew and its analytic
capabilities matured. the number of assigned personnel more than doubled
and exceeded 1,000 by the time General Watson left a second time.
In 1958, Watson received his second star and went to Washington as
the Deputy Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence. In that capacity, he
championed the creation of an integrated Air Force intelligence command
30 years before such an organization was created in 1991. During Major
General Watson's last tour of duty in 1960-1962, he managed the incorpo
ration of AllC into the newly established Air Force Systems Command.
This union would last 30 years.
In many ways, the story of ftJIC is a reflection of the vision, personal
drive, and skilled leadership of General Watson.

iii

ATIC , THE 1950's, AND NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY
On 21 May 1951. the United States Air Force established the Air
Technical Intelligence Center (ATIC) as a field activity of the Assistant
Chief of Staff for Intelligence. HQ USAF. Charged with the intelligence
assessment of Soviet military aerospace systems during an era of rapid
arms buildup and technological change. ATIC played a significant role in
the formulation of defense strategy and national security policy. From
1951 to 1961. the Center more than doubled its manpower; meanwhile. the
Air Force grew by slightly more than 4 pen:ent. This trend reflectedl the
growlng mission of ATIC and the imponance attached to its work. On
I July 1961. the organil.ation was transferred to Air Force Systems
Command (AFSC) and renamed the Foreign Technology Division
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The contributions by the Cen:ral intelligence Agency (CIA) and the
Air Siaff Chief of Intelligence (ACSfl) to national security policy in the
1950.s have been documented: howev er. the work of individual lower
echelon units . upon whose expertise the CIA and Air Staff depended. has
not been recounted. This paper examines ATles role as one such unit.

ORGANIZING AIR FORCE SCIENTIFIC AND
TECHNICAL INTELLIGENCE
The roots of an Air Force mission to evaluate foreign scientific and
technical advances in air power date to 1917 when the air service was
assigned to the Army. As the nation readied itself to help its European
allies in World War I. the national security establishment realized that
American aerospace technology was years behind that of the other
industrial nations.
11 was said that prior to America 's entry into the war. " the Army had
practically no material. personnel . nor experience in the designing.
producing. or using of aeronautical equipment." Although the air forces
had grown from less l..'1an 200 men assigned in August 1914 to 1.400 men
in April 1917. military and industrial expertise was lacking. Consequently,
in 1917. Major General George O. Squier. head of the Army's Aviation

Colonal (Later, Malor Genernl)lIaroid Eo watson.
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Section. invited engineers from England. France. and Italy to visit the
United Slates and organized the first air technical intelligence mission. the
Bolling Commission. Under the direction of Colonel Raynal C. Bolling.
military and industrial experts traveled to Europe in June 1917 to in.vesti
gate European technology and recommend the types of aircraft and equip
ment the United States should produce. In July. the first foreign aircraft. a
British de Havilland CDH)-4. arrived in New York for study.3
In October 1917. the Anny relocated its aviation engineering mission
from Washington. DC. to McCook Field in Dayton. Ohio. By doing so. the
Army placed the Airplane Engineering Department. complete with a
Foreign Data Section. "within a night's [train] ride of Indianapolis.
Detroit. Buffalo. Cleveland. Chicago. Pittsburgh, Washington, and the
East. ..4 The engineers had ready access to the main industrial centers of
the nation. The DH-4 received in July moved with the engineering depart
5
ment and first flew at Dayton on 29 October 1917.
As (he Foreign Data Section 6 changed and evolved over the years
prior to World War II. it became the clearinghouse for technical data and
information both internally for the engineering department and externally
for business. research universities. and other military organizations. The
s~ction procured. cross-indexed, and made available European and
American aviation-related technical data. The unit also prepared a weekly
summary of technical articles appearing in aeronautical publications and
translated foreign documents into English. By 1920. the section had
obtained approximately 5.000 foreign and domestic technical reports.
books. and other documents. During the 1920's and 1930's, the section
developed significant still-photo and motion-picture capabilities. espe
cially under the leade~ship of Major Albert Stevens, an intemationally rec
ognized pioneer in high-altitude photography7
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In the year~ prior to 1941, therefore. the precedents evolved for
many of the scientific and technical intelligence (S&11) functions
in exi,tence today. Active photographic interpretation. pUblication,
foreign translation, exploitation of foreign equipment, and technical
library missions all were established in these early days. The air technical

organization at McCook. and later at Wright Field. was smaJi, probably
never exceeding 100 people. S
During World War II and for a brief period afterward. the section
grew dramaticalJy as the S&11 function expanded. Frontline troops ~ent
literalJy tons of materiel and captured documents to Dayton for analysis.
The most famous of the programs. PROJECT LUSTY, brought captured
German aircraft. equipment. and documents to the United States. The
translation ·o f German documents added over 100,000 technical terms to
the English language and advanced America's knowledge of aircraft,
missile, magnetic tape, night vision, and food preservation technologies.
PROJECT PAPERCLIP brought German scientists to the United States to
help the American military and businesses. 'TWo hundred scientists came
to Dayton following the war. The technical intelligence section managed
the program that utilized the Germans' assistance with equipment exploi
tation and document translation projects. The German scientists were also
assigned to the engineering laboratories on the base to assist thei r
American counterparts. By the end of 1945, nearly 750 people worked in
what was then known as Air Materiel Command 's T-2 directorate 9
As World War II related materiel exploitation and document transla
tion progr.ams closed . technical intelligence activity slowed at Wright
Field. The mission also shifted to analysis of Soviet aerospace pI ograms.
Reorganization between 1945 and 1951 resulted in the May 1951 creation
of the Air Technical Intelligence Center (ATIC) with 411 people assigned.
Directly responsible to the Air Staff·s Director of Intelligence. the organi 
zation consisted of three divisions : Technical Requirements, Technical
Analysis, and Technical Services. \0 Technical Requirements identified
and tasked intelligence collection needs for the oyganization and managed
the Air Technical Liaison Officer (ATLO) program Il and the Foreign
Scientist program (in part a remnant of PROJECf PAPERCLIP). Within
the Analysis Division. A11C established sections for aircraft and propul·
sion, electronics, and associated equipment. Technical Services included
support operations such as document services. training, and materiel
services. Among the staff functions. ATIC created comptroller, personnel
and administration. and inspector general offices. 12
3
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ATle CONTRIBUTIONS TO MILITARY STRATEGY
AND NATIONAL SECURITY POLICY
The 1950's were a time of international turmoil, a time when the
"Russian threat" seemed ever more dangerous. Under President Harry
Truman, US policymakers attempted to contain communism and keep it
from spreading beyond established geographic boundaries. President
Dwight D. Eisenhower continued the Truman doctrine, institutionalizing it
in a series of international treaties. In 1953, Soviet leader Josef Stalin died
and British Prime Minister WlOston Churchill proclaimed, "The Great
Khan is dead." While his successor, Nikita Kruschev, initially appeared
more conciliatory toward the West, by the end of 1960 the Russian leader
had demonstrated his willingness to sponsor and promote "wars of
national liberation." In a 6 January 1961 speech, Kruschev stated that it
was "the epoch of the triumph of Marxism-Leninism," and that
"Communism has become the invincible force of our century.,,13
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The theme ot our emblem symbolIZes OUf mission, "Aefospace
Technical Intelligence, Worldwide." The polar prolectlon of the
Earth's surface represents the worldwide scope ot OUf activities.
The Sphinx Is the established symbol of Intelligence. The aero
space symbol on Ihe upper left represents the Interest of ATIC
In aerospace equipment, manned and unmanned, vehicles, etc.
The symbol Ontersectlng orbits) on the upper right represents
AllC's broad Int6r&StS In sclentlRc and technological
disciplines.
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The Korean War gave ATIC its first major opportu.n ity to directly
influence Air Force operational strategy. In the late 1940's. the British sold
the Russians their state-of-the-art Nene aircraft engine. Coupled with a
Soviet airframe. this became the MiG-IS jet Even prior to the creation of
ATIC, technical intelligence analysts in Dayton had begun examining
Soviet military systems and had developed estimated performance
characteristics for several new Soviet aircraft, including the MiG-15. 14
Early in 1951 , ATIC analysts obtained engine parts and the tail sec
tion of a crashed MiG-1S from the Korean theater. Later. in July. Center
personnel visited the crash site of a MiG-IS, recovering additional vital
parts for analysis. The acquisition of key aircraft components allowed u'le
Center to revise its engineering estimates of the MiG's performance. In
addition to conducting its own assessment, ATIC invited 14 major aircraft
companies to view the MiG-IS materiel to provide technical assessments
and to become more familiar with the Russian aircraft and tbe attendant
technology. ATIC sent the Far East Air Force (FEAF) charts depicting per
formance characteristics of the MiG-l5, allowing FEAF to develop
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effective engagement tactics for its F-86 fighters. By the end of the Korean
War, ATIC manpower had increased to 634 personnel, a 50-percent
increase since its activation in 195 \. In fact, Center manning would not
decrease following the Korean War but would steadily increase throughout
the 1950's.15
Early in the Korean conflict, ATLOs shipped a treasure of Russian
equipment fresh off the battlefield to Dayton for study. Material acquired
included aircraft parts and engines as well as operationallL-10 and Yak-9
aircraft. In September 1953, shortly following the conclusion of the war, a
North Korean defector delivered a MiG-IS to Kimpo Air Base near Seoul.
A team of ATIC analysts monitored the MiG flight-test program at Kadena
Air Force Base, Okinawa. Major Charles E. "Chuck" Yeager from the
Air Force Flight Test Center at Edwards AFB, California, was one of the
test pilots. Because of the large amount of materiel and documents

gathered during the war, ATIC awarded a contract to Battelle Memorial
Institute of Columbus, Ohio , for analytical work and document transla
16
tion. This was the start of a relationship that has lasted over 40 years.
Because there were no wartime conditions during the remainder of
the 1950's for testing combat performance estimates, ATIC analysts
pioneered the use of the computer for aircraft analysis. (n May 1957,
the Center employed its Readix computer to help prepare a study entitled
"The Vulnerability of BISON, BADGER, and BEAR to Current and
Future US Interceptor Weapons." In the latter half of the year, analysts
used the computer to perform fighter-bomber air duel analysis. By the end
of the decade, ATlC analysis was considered "an essential ingredient in
the evaluation of air strategies and tactics ....,,17

THE BOMBER GAP
Three other programs directly related to national security policy
received widespread publicity and involved ATIC-the "bomber gap,'· the
"missile gap," and Sputnik. As early as 1950, the organization had begun
study of the 1\1-4 bomber, a copy of the American B-29. [n 1954, evideace
pointed to the Russian development of longer range bomber aircraft
comparable to American B-52's. To mask the true strength of their bomber
fteet, the Soviet military allowed the US Air Attache in MoscOW to view
the air show rehearsals for the upcoming Armed Forces Day. The anache
reported twO waves of BISON bombers, totalling 28 aircraft.
Uabeknownst to the American, the second wave of Soviet aircraft
included those from the first. The first group of aircraft simply circled
and joined the second flight . US estimates for Soviet bomber aircraft
increased dramatically, creating an illusory " bomber gap." American
intercontinental bomber strength seemed to be less than that of the Soviet
Air Force.

18

With the information gained from the May 1954 air show (and April
rehearsals), ATIC completed a study on BISON and BADGER bombers,
as well as a separate analysis of their engines, by the end of the year.
Analysts estimated that the aircraft would not be delivered to operational
units until 1957. The following year, again based on air-show-related
MIG-15 flownOul by North Korean Oelector
6
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activities. ATIC began study of a third strategic bomber, the BEAR.
Because of the number of BISON observed in April and May 1955,
analysts estimated that 20 of these aircraft had been delivered to Russian
units. 19
U-2 flights over Russia in June 1956 gathered data on bomber pro
duction facilities and aircraft in the field . Resultant analysis brought
lowered ATIC estimates on aircraft production capabilities. With numbers
projected by the Air Staff and CIA, the 1957 National Intelligence
Estimate (NIE) expected the Russians to have 150-250 BISON and BEAR
bombers in operational status in 1958, with as many as 600 in the field by
1960. By June 1958, only 135 bombers had been detected, and iliat year's
NIE brought a downward revision of bomber deployment estimates. The
1958 NIE expressed a belief that the Russians would produce a maximum
of 240 bombers. While ilie estimates of bomber production fell, the Soviet
military seemed to turn ils efforts toward the development of interconti
nental missiics (ICBMs) . The "bomber gap" was replaced by a "missile
gap .,,20

THE MISSilE GAP
As with the "bomber gap," the "missile gap" later in the decade was
partially a result of Soviet artifice. Premier Kruschev and oilier Soviel
leaders skillfully manipulated media announcement of space-related
triumphs to create the illusion of missile superiority. Kruschev talked
about missiles coming off production lines "like sausages," though the
inventory of long-range missiles remained low 21
Air Materiel Command Intelligence established a missiles office as
early as 1946, and in October 1951, ATICpublished its first Soviet missile
study. During the first half of 1956, analytic work on ICBMs began
receiving priority att,~ntion . Under contract with ATIC, the Convair
Astronautics Division of General Dynamics prepared a study entitled
"ICBM Manufacturing Analysis Related to Soviet Capabilities." This
work allowed Center analysts to detennine ICBM production lead times,
showed the possible acceleration of the production schedule by the
Soviets. and pointed toward operational availability dates. 22
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BEAR "0" Bomber

During the last half of 1957, especially following Ihe Sputnik
launches (discussed later). the demand for ATIC products and services
outstripped the Center's ability to respond. In techcical intelligence areas.
Center personnel identified a new family of telemetry signals which could
be used 10 study Soviet ballistic missiles. and gas dynamics analysis con
ducted from photographs of rocket exhausl palterns helped determine
rocket performance data 23
Information from ATTC's "Semiannual Offensive Missile Study" and
from other products relating to Soviel science and technology capabilities
and trends found its way inlo the NIE regarding missiles. In 1959.
ATIi: began studying Chinese trends in offensive missiles and space
vehicles,24
As the indications increased tn.al the Russians were achieving ICBM
capability, Soviet satellite and missile programs received increased etten
tion from national policymakers. The 10 May 1957 National Security
Council (NSC) meeting addressed the issue. The fall 1957 NIE projected
9
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that the Russians might field as many as 10 ICBMs by the end of 1959 and
that they would achieve success with an intermediate-range ballistic
missile in 1958 25
In the May 1958 NIE, the ACS/I predicted a massive Soviet missile
buildup. The estimated ICBM count rose by an order of magnitude to
100 expected by the end of 1959. The May NIE also anticipated 500 mis
siles by the end of 1960 and 1,000 by the end of 1961. The American
inventory could not keep pace; there would be a "missile gap." In response
to the perceived Soviet threat, President Eisenhower expanded the Atlas
missile program, accelerated the development of the Polaris Class missile·
capable submarine fleet, placed more Strategic Air Command bombers on
IS·minute alert, and advanced the construction timetable for ballistic mis
sile warning radars in Alaska, Scotland, and Greenland.26
As intelligence gathering continued, evidence of the expected Soviet
buildup could not be found. Further, it became apparent that the Soviets
were experiencing technical difficulties with their ICBM program. Recog
nizing these facts, ATIC revised its missile production assessment. The
fall 1.958 NIE accordingly projected a 1960 date for the Russians to field
100 ICBMs, a I-year delay from the May schedule. The NIE also scaled
back the "out year" numbers. By 1961, the Russians were expected to have
300 missiles in their arsenal, down from the 1,000 projected in the May
NIE. When analysts noted further delays in the ICBM testing program,
estimates again decreased. As a restilt of a 7 January 1960 briefing to the
NSC by CIA Director Allen Dulles, national leaders concluded that the
missile gap was not serious 27

SPUTNIK
Despite the fact that the Russians were first in space, Sputnik, the
world's first successful satellite. was not a technological surprise. In the
1956 NIE. in fact. intelligence analysts had predicted that the Soviets
would achieve satellite launch capability during 1957. This analysis
proved accurate, and in the spring of 1957, the preparation for a launch
was detected. On 4 October, the Russians successfully launched the first
Earth-orbiting satellite. Sputnik L
10
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Early Photograph of the SS-7. "SADDLER, n ICBM that Elllered Operational Service In 1961

ATIC unit histories indicate that Center analysts began formally
studying the Soviet capability to launch an EMth satellite in March 1956.
By the end of the year, they concluded that such an achievement was
imminent. Immediately following the Sputnik launches in October and
November 1957, the Air Staff increased Center manning from 723 man
power authorizations to 1,062. In recognition of the importance of the
Center's space-related mission. the Air Force renamed ATIC in 1959.
Instead of Air Technical Intelligence Center, on 21 September, the unit
became the Aerospace Technical Intelligence Center. 29
It

.

In addition to providing the Air Force's scientific input to NIEs and
National Intelligence Studies (NISs). A1lC analyzed a wide range of
Soviet technologi cal and industrial developments. Center personnel
produced a series of reference works relating to foreign aerospace systems
and developed a Soviet technological threat briefing that was presented to
civic. industrial, and military audiences. The technological threat
pre,.~ntation reviewed Soviet industrial, scientific, and military advances,
emphasizing the need for a vigorouS American response. The Center
also hosted a steady stream of high-ranking intelligence community
visitors. During the " missile gap," for instance, General C. Pearce Cabell.
the Deputy Director of the CIA; Major General John M . Willems,
the Arm y Assistant Chief of Staff for Intelligence; and Mr, Patrick
Coynes. the White House Advisor to the President on Intelligence. visited
,, '1'

the Center.

30

AUTOMATED AND lECHNICAL SYSTEMS
Finally, although this paper has focused on ATlC's analytic efforts ,
mention needs to be made of Center contributions in the development of
automated and technical systems. In full partnership with American indus
try and Air Force research and development centers, ATIC championed
the lise of automated systems. A.ircraft flight performance and ballistic
missile analyses were tremendously enhanced using emerging computer
technology, With the Rome Air Development Center. Griffiss AFB.
New York, ATIC performed pioneering work in :;te machine uanslation of
foreign l'tnguage documents. IBM demonstrated the ability to translate
RussUm documents for the Center in 1959, and in 1963, an IBM Mark II
Translating Device was permanently installed. Center engineers and
scientists also helped develop new intelligence collection systems.
Research during the 1950's included the principles that would lead to the
development of "over-the-horizon" radars in the following decade. The
Center had its own C-54 aircraft wruch could be equipped with data col
lection systems and also a C-47 aircraft with photographic systems

.

"TIC's c-54 A1n:tafl aod Crew
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installed.
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UNIDENTIFIED FLYING OBJECTS
While the analytic work performed by ATIC personnel on Russian
aircr aft. mi ssiles. and space programs rem 3.ined laIgely unknown to the
public. the Center gained national recogn ition for its study ofurtidentificd
flying objects (UFOs). In July 1947 . a small cell of T-2 analyy.ts under the
leadership of Lieutenant Colonel Miles Goll began investiga'ing reported
sightings of UFOs, also known as flying saucers. [n Septembe r. Air
Materiel Command (AMC) asked the Air Staff for authority to establish a
format project for the srudy. The director of Intelligence and Director of
Research and Development both concurred. and AMC established
PROJECT SIGN on II February 1948 . The study was redesignated
PROJECT GRUDGE on 16 December 1948 32
Th : !Cl50's s aw the continuing study of UFOs 33 Articles in Life .

Loo/.:. and Time magazines in the early months of 1952 helped increase the
number of sightings reported to AIIC. To handle the extra work.
ATIC established the Aerial Phenomena Group to srudy these reports in
March 1952. The program was also renamed and became PROJECT
BLUE BOOK. Captain Edward Ruppel! had been named head of the UFO
study group the previous summer. and he became the first BLUE BOOK
project officer. Probably th'e most highly publicized UFO events of
the ATIC years were a series of sightings in WaShington. DC, in 1952.
A large contingent from ATIC, including Colonel Donald L. Bower.
the Chief of Technical Analysis at ATlC; Captain Roy L. James, a
radar expen; Mr. Burgoyne L. Griffing, from the electrortics branch; and
Captain Ruppelt travelled to Washington. Supported by the ATIC investi
gators. on 29 July, Major General John Samford, the Air Force ACSfI. and
Major General Roger M. Ramey, thi; Director of Operations, held a press
conference to e"piai~ ibe Washington sightings. Captain James was also a
featured guest on the national radio talk show Crossfire. Because of the
publicity Lie Washington, DC. sightings received, ATIC received a record
number of UFO reports during 1952, a total of J ,SOl. (See table.)34
In January 1953, CIA Director General Walter B~dell Smith created
a special advisory group, known as the Robertson panel , to review the
UFO situation. The panel c0ncluded that the evidence collected to date did
not indicate any threat to national security. This group of military and
14

scientific leaders suggested that national security agencies should take
immediate steps to eliminate the aura of mystery surrounding the sight
ings . Because 35 percent of all UFO reports were coming from Air
Defense Command (ADC) pilots and observers by 1953. ATIC analysts
set up a special training program for ADC so that more detailed reports
would be received at the Center for srudy35
The Center asked Battelle to run a computer analysis of the reponed
sightings. The results of this study were incorporated in ATIC's May 1955
publication, PROJECT BLUE BOOK Special Report #14 . To help diffuse
criticism that the Air Force was "hiding" UFO findings from the public,
Secretary of the Air Force Donald A. Quarles made PROJECT BLUE
BOOK Special Report #14 part of the public domain and allowed the
Department of Commerce to sell copies to the public for a rrtinimal charge.
At vinually the same time, Edward Ruppelt, having separated from the Air
Force. attained prominence with the publication of his book . The Report
on Unidentified Flying Objects. in 1956. 36
In November 1957 , the Air Force released a fact sheet detailing
10 years of UFO study, After investigating approximately 5,700 reports.
the service conceded that there was a small percentage of reports (less than
2 percent) that could not be attrib:.Jted to any known object or physical
phenomena. The fact sheet listed five conclusions:
II

There was no evidence that the "unknown" sightings represented a hos
tile threat.

II

There was no evidence that the "unknowns" represented interplanetary
spacecraft.

II

There was no evidence that the "unknnwns" represented technological
advances outside the range of currently existing scientific knowledge.

II

There was no evidence that the " unknowns" were a threat to national
security.

II

No physical or material evidence of a bona fid e UFO had ever been
foutld.

The Air Force emphasized that if it had been supplied with more detailed
and objective data in the reports that were filed. the "unknowns" could
t5
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have been identified. Indeed. by January 1959, the number of UFO cases
falling into the "unknown" category had decreased to less than
I percent.

37

From 1947, when the first UFO reports reached T-2, to 1960, the last
full year ATIC remained assigned to the ACS/l, analysts at Wright
Patterson inve:;tigated 6,523 reponed sightings. Yearly statistiCs
(see table) ranged from 79 reports during the las! few months of 1947 to
1,50l in 1952. In 1957, ATIC received 1,178 reports, 70138of which were
received during the months following the Sputnik launch.

UFO Reports Received By T-2 and ATlC

~

At the same time, the Air Force realigned ATIC. Instead of being
assigned to the Air Staff, the technical intelligence unit in Dayton became
part of the newly established Air Force Systems Command (AFSC).
General Bernard A . Schriever, APSC commander from April 1959
through August 1966. noted that the United States was engaged in "tech
nological conflict" with the Soviet Union. To win that war, S&TI had to be
integrated with system development. In addition to direct application of
intelligence infonnation, AFSC expected the investigation of foreign tech
nology to provide a yardstick a!!~inst which American research and devel
opment (R&D) could iY.; measured. Analysis of foreign technology would
also allow for a cross-iertilization of ideas in the R&D community. AFSC
discontinued ATIC effective 1 July 1961, concurrently establishing the
Foreign Technology Division (FrO). At each of its other engineering cen
ters, AFSC established a Foreign Technology. Directorate to incorporate
foreign technology and threat assessments in product design.40

ADAPTING TO CHANGING TIMES

Insofar as a relationship between ATIC activities and national secu
rity policy C6.!l be measured or indicated,41 it is clear that ATIC made the
Air Force scientific contribution to the Soviet Union related NIEs and
NISs throughout the 1950's. These assessments directly shaped the intelli
gence community's input into national policymaking. Addressing the
value of NIEs, Senator Frank Church, Chairman of the Senate Select
Committee on Intelligence, stated in 1975 that, "In the last 25 years, no
important new Soviet weapon system, from their H-bomb to their most
recent missiJ&, has appeared which had not been heralded in advance by
NIEs. ,.42 In addition to the contributions to fonnal intelligence products,
Center personnel briefed a wide audience both within the Department of
Defense and without on the growing Soviet technologic and aerospace
capabilities and thus directly influenced national decisiorunaking.43

Events on a small island triggered a wholesale reorganization of the
American intelligence community in 1961. The disastroUs Bay of Pigs
invasion in April, organized by the CIA to overthrow Cuba's revolutionary
leader Fidel Castro, prompted President John F. Kennedy to establish the
Defense Inlelligence Agency (DIA). The I August Department of Defense
Directive establishing DiA specified that the new agency would "more
clearly align DoD intelligence channels with the military chain of

The Cold War was largely a technological war, and ATIC was at
the leading edge of that combat zone. Initially a small organization, the
unit grew throughout the decade of the 1950's as its role in national
security policy formulation gained increasing importance. Center
analysts provided national policy makers key insights into the developing
Soviet aircraft, missile, and space progrc.ms. Further, as the center of
excellence for the study of foreign aerospace systems, ATIC took the lead

Year
1947
1948
1949
1950
1951
1952
1953

Year

Reports

1954
79

1955

143
186
169

1.501

\ .

42~

404

1956

ns

1957

1.178

1958

121

429

573

i959

364

1960

173

17

command.,,39
16
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in analyzing UFOs for the security estabtishlUent. Technical advances,
especially in the area of automated data processing, supplemented and
enhanced ATIC's performance. As a result of 1he core competencies devel
oped during the 1950's, many of those programs pioneered by ATlC are
continued by today's HQ National Air Intelligence Agency and remain

I. ATIC manpower figures used herein come from semiannual his·tories on file in the
National Air Intelligence Center (NAIC) History Office. Wright.Patterson i\FB.
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